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Abstract-The composite comprises of fundamentally two stages for example grid and fiber. The availability of trademark fiber 

and effortlessness of amassing have allured researchers worldwide to endeavour by local benchmarks open cheap fiber and to 

learning their reachability of fortress judgments and to what degree they satisfy the obliged specifics of extraordinary fortified 

polymer composite went for basic order. Fiber fortified polymer composites has various inclinations, for instance, by and large 

negligible exertion of creation, easy to create and preferred quality difference over immaculate polymer tars due with this 

reason fiber reinforced polymer composite used inside a combination of arrangement as class of structure material. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
 

Wood is a stringy composite: cellulose filaments in a 

lignin grid. The cellulose filaments have high elasticity 
however are entirely adaptable , while the lignin grid 

joins the filaments and outfits the firmness. Bone is one 

more case of a characteristic composite that supports the 

heaviness of different individuals from the body. It 

comprises of short and delicate collagen strands 

implanted in a mineral lattice called apatite. 

Notwithstanding these normally happening composites, 

there are numerous other building materials that are 

composites. 

 

Composites are presently widely being utilized for 

recovery/reinforcing of previous structures that must be 
retrofitted to make them seismic safe, or to fix harm 

brought about by seismic movement. In contrast to 

ordinary materials, the properties of the composite 

material can be designed thinking about the auxiliary 

viewpoints.  

 

The design of an auxiliary part utilizing composites 

includes both material and basic design. Composite 

properties  can be fluctuated persistently over an 

expansive scope of qualities under the control of the 

designer. Cautious determination of fortification sort 
empowers completed item attributes to be custom fitted to 

practically a particular designing prerequisite. The 

majority of the various fibers utilized in composites have 

various properties thus influence the properties of the 

composite in various ways. 

 

 
Fig 1 Classification of Composites. 

 

For a large portion of the applications, the fibers should 

be orchestrated into some type of sheet, known as a 

texture, to make taking care of conceivable. 
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Fig 2 Classification of composite materials. 

 

There are a few sorts of pressure embellishment 

including: sheet trim compound (SMC) which are, mass 

trim compound (BMC), thick embellishment compound 

(TMC), and wet lay-up pressure forming. Pressure 

embellishment tooling comprises of heated metal molds 

mounted in enormous presses. Tooling is generally 

machined steel or cast combination shape that can be in 

either single or different cavity configurations. 

 

 
Fig 3 Compression Moulding Technique. 

 

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

The primary parameters which influence the mechanical 

properties of the common cellulose fiber-reinforced 
polymer composites are fiber stacking, direction and 

interfacial attachment between the fiber and the grid . For 

ensuring the earth, it is fundamental to utilization of 

normal assets or items in the assembling of composite. 

The common plant fibers can be a reasonable substitution 

to manufactured fibers, for example, glass, carbon, and 

aramid. The physical and mechanical properties of regular 

fiber-reinforced polymer lattice composites exceptionally 

rely upon the interface grip property between the fibers 

and the polymer grid. 

 

 

Table 1 The Chemical Composition of Natural Fibers In 

Percentage. 

 
 

 
Fig 4 Classification of natural fibers. 

 

The common fibers fortifying with the two thermoplastics 

and thermosetting plastics has altered the physical and 

mechanical properties. Along these lines, the use of 
common fibers is utilized in the assembling and 

innovation fields. Numerous normal fibers reinforced 

polymer composites have supplanted the engineered fiber 

reinforced polymer composites in the biomedical and car 

fields. Characteristic fibers separated from the piece of 

the plant are the bast, leaf, stem, and organic product 

fiber. 

 

III.  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

Banana fibers are separated from the pseudo-stem of the 

banana plant (Musa Sepientum) mechanically and they 

are cleaned physically. At that point, the fibers with the 

thickness of 1.35 g/cm3, rigidity of 54 MPa, and Young‟s 

modulus of 3.49 GPa are (Srinivasan et al. 2014) 

squashed as fine particles by a devastating machine. From 

that point forward, the fine particles are isolated 

physically by a sieving machine at a normal size of 1-10 
microns and 10-100 microns. 1-10 microns are considered 

as smaller scale molecule and the 10-100 microns 

particles are considered as full scale molecule. The short 

fiber with the length of 10 mm is additionally arranged for 

this investigation. 
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Table 2 The Typical Properties Of The Epoxy Resin 
(C18h21clo3) Properties Of Epoxy Resin. 

  
 
The rigidity of a material is the most extreme measure of 

elastic pressure that it can take before disappointment. 

The example was estimated by the ASTM: D3039 

standard (American Society for Testing of Materials) 

(ASTM D 3039 2013). The two parts of the bargains were 

braced between the jaws. The ductile power was created 

in the example by the development of the jaws.  

 

IV.  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 

The arrangement of examinations is made of nine tests 

(cluster lines) in which the principal section was 

appointed to the feed rate and the second segment to the 

cutting rate and third segment was relegated for 

profundity of cut. The reaction to be examined is the 

surface harshness (Ra) for three distinct composites. 

 

 
Fig 5 Digital images of short fiber composite specimens 

(35wt%) used for the impact, flexural and tensile tests. 

 

 
Fig 6 Variation of tensile modulus of micro particle/epoxy 

composites based on the particle loading. 

 

The greatest flexural quality was seen at 35% composite 

which is 61.16% higher when contrasted with 25 wt% 
composite and 9.4% higher contrasted with 30 wt% 

composite. This impact of molecule expansion on the 

epoxy composites is because of the better interfacial bond 

between the molecule and the network. The better 

interfacial grip is gotten by the best possible cooperation 

between the molecule and the grid and by powerful 

surface territory of the particles. 

 

V.  DATA ANALYSIS AND VALIDATION 
 

The composites were set up by a pressure forming 

technique for which the blend containing the fortifying 

specialists and gum network is set up by a mechanical 

stirrer. The filtering electron microscopy (SEM) 

investigation anticipated the disappointment instrument 

happened in the composites and harmed practices. The 

short fiber composite with 35 wt% substance 

demonstrated the most noteworthy rigidity (35.59 MPa), 
though the large scale molecule composite with 35 wt% 

substance demonstrated the most noteworthy flexural 

quality (67.16 MPa). In the event of the impact quality, 

both the short fiber and large scale molecule composites 

demonstrated the most elevated impact quality (0.32 J). 

 

         Table 3 Tensile properties of  composites. 

 
  

The SEM picture of a cracked surface of the 35 wt% short 

fiber composites after impact testing it demonstrates great 

holding between the fiber and the framework. From the 

above investigations, it was demonstrated that the 
nearness of smaller scale breaks, voids, and poor grip 

between the fiber and the grid were the real reasons for 

the composite disappointment. 

 

 
 

Fig 7 SEM image of fractured surface of short fiber 

composite (35 wt%) after impact test. 
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Exchange plainly calls attention to that 35wt% of the 

banana short fiber reinforced with epoxy composite 
example has the high water retention capacity than the 

other two weight rate (25 and 30wt%) composite 

example. So the water consumption rate is expanded 

because of the weight level of fiber content. 

 

 
Fig 8 Water absorption percentage of micro, macro 

particle and short fiber/epoxy composites (25, 30, 35wt%) 

in sea water. 

 

The tensile quality and modulus versus full scale 

molecule weight rate for the composite examples at dry 

and wet conditions composites both tensile quality and 
modulus are observed to be expanded altogether as the 

full scale molecule weight rate expanded to 35 wt%. 

 

 
Fig 9 Tensile modulus of macro particle/epoxy composite 

in dry and wet conditions. 

 

 
Fig 10 Digital image of the composite rod for micro, 

macro particle and short fiber reinforced with epoxy 

composites 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The relapse model is observed to be valuable in deciding 

the machinability practices of fiber-reinforced polymer 

composites. The surface harshness esteems are recorded 

during turning of epoxy composites reinforced with the 

banana fibers at three distinct structures (short, large scale 

and smaller scale). In this way, we are taking surface 

harshness data for factual expectation utilizing RM. The 
data gathered from the test was utilized to assemble a 

scientific model utilizing relapse examination. 

 

 
Fig 11 Normal probability plot for macro particle 

reinforced with epoxy composites. 

 
 

Table 4 Analysis of Variance for surface roughness 

(Micro particle reinforced epoxy composite). 

 
 

Table 5 Comparison of experimental and predicted value 

for surface roughness (Macro particle reinforced epoxy 

composite). 
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The short fiber and full scale molecule reinforced epoxy 

composites demonstrate the expanding pattern with the 
expansion of the fibers and particles from 25 wt% to 35 

wt%. Then again, the smaller scale molecule reinforced 

epoxy composites demonstrate the diminishing pattern 

with the expansion of the particles. The short fiber and 

large scale molecule reinforced epoxy composites give 

nearly a similar impact vitality at 35 wt%, which is higher 

than that of miniaturized scale molecule reinforced epoxy 

composite. 

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
 

• The best possible choice of the materials and creation 

techniques for the preparation of characteristic fiber 

polymer composites is important to accomplish the 

utilization of composites. 

• The banana fiber miniaturized scale, full scale and short 

fiber reinforced with epoxy lattice composites are set up 

by pressure shaping system. The molecule size, substance 
and scattering of the fiber are the significant capacities in 

the mechanical properties. 

• The spans of the regular fiber and its impact on the 

mechanical properties, water ingestion and machinability 

conduct on the characteristic fiber reinforced polymer 

composites are checked on and exhibited.  

• Composite with the molecule stacking of 35wt% 

demonstrates the most astounding tensile and flexural 

properties when contrasted with the other molecule 

stacking composites. Composite with the molecule 

stacking of 25wt% ingests the impact vitality of 0.26 J 

which is higher than different composites. 
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